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Some features of the new directory

• More attractive and easier to use.
• Search results will be easier to skim.
• It will be easier to find what you need in a person’s entry.
• Information will be more accurate and up-to-date.

Let's take a look . . .
Search Results in UMOD

Search Results in MCommunity
Minimal Info Will Be Shown in Your Entry

- Name(s)
- Uniqname
- E-mail address ("uniqname@umich.edu" Only listed if a mail forwarding address has been entered)
- Title (long/working title from Wolverine Access)
- Affiliation (department name(s) from Wolverine Access)
- U-M work phone
- U-M work address

Choosing What to Show

- Your home address will be hidden unless you publish it (the opposite of UMOD)
- Faculty and staff can specify the U-M work phone and address to be listed:
  — a phone number where you can be reached for U-M business
  — an address where you can receive campus mail
- The Private option will no longer be available
Communication for March

- This presentation!
- MCommunity in CIO Executive Report for 3-D list
- *University Record* article
- Articles on the UMOD home page
- E-mail to U-M IT staff
- E-mail toCommunicators Forum
- Lots of supporting information on the web

Communication April-June

- Announce new directory via plasma screens in Sites, CTools message of the day, and so on
- Ads on UMOD home page
- More articles
- And so on
- E-mail to faculty, staff, and students when the new directory goes live
Questions?

Resources

- MCommunity website
  www.itcs.umich.edu/mcommunity
- Directory overview
  www.itcs.umich.edu.itcsdocs/r1462/
- Contact the project leads
  MCommunity.Leads@umich.edu